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Autonomy in 
times of COVIDv How do you best support 1800 students in

developing autonomy to cope with the
transition to fully virtual environments due to
the COVID-19 contingency?
v By supporting the 41 teachers working with
them.

The coordination team focused on accompanying
teachers in their process of learning new skills and
developing their own autonomy to respond to the
demands of the transition to virtual environments.

In doing so, we modeled to teachers how they could in
turn accompany their learners.



For teachers to be authentic instruments in the development of
autonomy in learners they “need to recognize and assert their own
autonomy.”

Breen and Mann, 
1997



“Language teachers are more likely to succeed in
promoting learner autonomy if their own education has
encouraged them to be autonomous.” Little, 1995



“Changing teachers is the first step towards
changing learners.”

Benson 2011

Educating teachers for autonomy would be more effective if “teachers
experience pedagogical strategies for autonomy as students, reflect on these
strategies as teachers, andexperimentwith them in field experience.



Effective accompanying requires:

Brown and Clinton, 2020

vTrust
vEngagement / Good listening
vEmpathy
vUnderstanding of other’s situation
vNon-jugding (unconditional
acceptance)

vBeing on an equal footing
vA human connection (interpersonal
communication)

vBelief (hope) in the other’s growth



Effective accompanying
leads to feeling:

Brown and Clinton, 2020

vValidated

vRespected

vBelieved in

vTaken into account

vListened to

vMotivated



We accompany teachers to
support their development
(Cura personalis)

Self-awareness
Know self to support others, recognise strengths, weaknesses 
and errors
Requires reflection - time and space (each to their own)
Constant, ongoing process

Empathy
Connect, listen, engage, understand, accept, support

Belief in the other
Promotor of change
Provide/make teachers aware of opportunities for personal 
and professional growth, and innovation
Help them along their road

Aiming high (magis)
High expectations of yourself and others
Look for the positive, expect the best, believe in the other
Model a positive attitude, be your best

Adapted from Lowney. C. (2003), Heroic Leadership: Best Practices From a 
450-year-old Company That Changed the World. Chicago: Loyola Press



In practice:
vBeing approachable not just available. 
vEncouraging of open dialogue.
vTouching base regularly (as a group and individually).
vBeing supportive and encouraging.
vPromoting and facilitating collaboration.
vAsking for and accepting opinions and contributions.
vRecognising achievements.
vOpenly admitting what we do not know and asking 
for help.
vTrusting.



Coordination meeting – touching base



Training sessions organized by
coordination, led by teachers



Training sessions suggested by teachers, led by teachers



Messages from
coordination on
what´sapp group chats



Fellow teachers
sharing tutorials
they created in 
group chats



Touching
base



Encouraging collaboration, 
recognising achievement



Encouraging a 
sense of
belonging
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